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It’s time for our children to again grow up a little dirtier but a lot happier.
children deserve to have their sense of wonder sparked by the possibilities of the planet.

But doesn’t it take an extensive nature center or national park for children to make friends with the planet? No! All it takes is someone like you to decide to bring nature into your back yard and allow children to explore. Plant bulbs that pop into flowers in spring. Bring dirt, sand, and water into your yard. Plant shade trees and fruit trees and trees that burst into fragrant bloom. Plant pumpkin seeds. Allow corners of your yard to grow wild. Hang birdhouses and bird feeders. Allow children to take naps outside in the grass. Add magnifying glasses and shovels to your outdoor loose parts collection.

Today people all over the world are making beautiful changes to their back yards by creating opportunities like these for children to play and explore in the natural world. As we beautify our back yards we are beautifying the world … and beautifying children’s introduction to the planet. Dream Big. Start Small. Never Stop.
Growing Tree Planters

By John Rosenow

It is my good fortune to know many people with a deep love of the natural world: foresters and wildlife biologists, teachers and naturalists, arborists and park rangers, and tree-planting members of the Arbor Day Foundation.

Today’s conservation professionals, and the many citizens who support environmental causes through their personal actions, contributions, and votes, tend to have one thing in common: as children we led “free-range” childhoods. We spent hours and hours of unstructured time outdoors, connected with nature. We climbed trees in the neighborhood or in community parks and explored nearby woods or grassy lots. We made mud pies and collected pine cones and acorns. We floated sticks down streams, jumped in piles of leaves, chased frogs, and captured fireflies. As a result, we developed an emotional connection with the natural world which led us to care about the environment as adults.

Of course for many, free-range childhoods connected to nature are a thing of the past. Today, outdoor experiences for countless children are confined to asphalt playgrounds surrounded by chain-link fences.

In response to this disconnection, many organizations have developed educational programs which teach children about environmental issues such as deforestation or global warming. However, these efforts are often ineffective or even counter-productive if they do not foster an early emotional attachment with nature in children.

In short, we need to help children learn to love the earth before we ask them to save it.

To do that, it is important for children to have positive nature connections where they now spend their days: at child care centers and elementary schools. We need to help teachers and young parents, who are themselves the video generation, learn to support those nature connections, for their own benefit as well.

Our mission focus—developing future generations of tree planters and environmental stewards—is why the Arbor Day Foundation is so engaged, with Dimensions Educational Research Foundation, in creating Nature Explore Classrooms everywhere we can, so that nature can again be an enriching part of children’s daily lives. That is why we’re so committed to the international Nature Action Collaborative for Children.

While growing adult tree planters is our long-term goal, it is an immediate pleasure to see children’s enthusiasm as they build, create, and discover in these nature-rich spaces. Children’s lives are more joyful, and they will always have in them a nature-inspired sense of wonder.
Wonder and delight—that’s what young children often experience as they play in natural environments. As they look, feel, manipulate, and listen, children discover that the world of nature is exciting and filled with endless opportunities for exploring and discovering.

Children’s way of knowing often leads to a kind of truth that becomes elusive as we get older. As adults, we often think of “truth” as something that conforms to fact or actuality—that is, something that can be proven or arrived at through rational thought. There’s another kind of truth, however, known by children and poets—a truth embedded in wonder.

Wonder is an emotion as well as a way of knowing. This emotion adds zest to life and serves as a spark inside of us. Wonder also takes us outside of ourselves and into a realm that is greater than ourselves. When strongly felt, this experience of being outside of ourselves—and outside of time—is often referred to as ecstasy, an emotion accompanied by intense joy or delight. We often see this type of delight in young children as they become wholly engaged in the moment. They enter into the moment with their whole beings—body, mind, and spirit. This engagement allows them to experience the world—especially the natural environment—in a deep and direct manner, not just as a setting or a background for events.

Watch children play in natural environments and you’ll see spontaneous expressions of joy and excitement. Observe children running through a pile of leaves with total abandon, dancing and spinning when they feel the wind blowing through their hair, and laughing out loud when they see a toad hopping from place to place. You’ll see unbounded exuberance reflecting a deeply-felt emotional response to an unfiltered way of knowing the world of nature. Place young children in natural environments and watch the wonder unfold.

This article was adapted from a longer piece originally published in Exchange (May/June, 2010).
When I was in Kindergarten, forty-three years ago, there was a space on my report card giving a grade for play skills, both indoors and outdoors. I am happy to report I earned a vigorous “E” for excellent, in both. Imagine that in today’s testing culture, teachers would be asked now to assess and evaluate children’s playtime outdoors. (Sadly, some children don’t even HAVE outdoor play time during school.)

When I observe children playing outdoors I am gently reminded of just how much they would be missing had they not the opportunity to be there. Playing outside is one of the truest ways to recognize that each of us sees the world through varying lenses. Children’s responses to the natural world are as unique as children themselves. Nature calls to them in different voices, and they respond with their own song. A good teacher recognizes and distinguishes each child’s particular “song” and encourages each child to sing: the louder the better!

We know that children learn through their senses. Nature provides the perfect outlet to use each sense to its fullest. How can a child paint a picture of the sky without noticing the hues of blue, and sometimes purple and pink? How is it possible to know that a bucket of rocks will feel heavier than a bucket full of grass and leaves unless you’ve had the opportunity to try it out? It’s in these discoveries, and more, that children begin to scaffold their knowledge, make broader assumptions, and create new knowledge. Children describe the outside world in varying ways. I love to listen to the children in my school on the way to the outside classroom: “I am going to be first to the top of the rocks … let’s turn the water on to make mud … do you want to pretend? … I am going to the bushes to make soup and pancakes … let’s hide and pretend no one can see us.” In their excitement to be outdoors, their words tell us only a fraction of the possibilities that they see and can discover.

Anyone who doubts that the outdoor world of play is of value to children perhaps needs to take a bit of time to go back into that world themselves. Take your shoes off in the grass, climb up some rocks, turn over a rock to see what is there; let yourself bask in the unknown delights that you were more familiar with as a child. It is in those reminders that you will see the countless possibilities. And it is in those reminders that we become better teachers, parents, and advocates of children.

Advice to Teachers

By Lorayne Carbon

When I was in Kindergarten, forty-three years ago, there was a space on my report card giving a grade for play skills, both indoors and outdoors. I am happy to report I earned a vigorous “E” for excellent, in both. Imagine that in today’s testing culture, teachers would be asked now to assess and evaluate children’s playtime outdoors. (Sadly, some children don’t even HAVE outdoor play time during school.)

When I observe children playing outdoors I am gently reminded of just how much they would be missing had they not the opportunity to be there. Playing outside is one of the truest ways to recognize that each of us sees the world through varying lenses. Children’s responses to the natural world are as unique as children themselves. Nature calls to them in different voices, and they respond with their own song. A good teacher recognizes and distinguishes each child’s particular “song” and encourages each child to sing: the louder the better!

We know that children learn through their senses. Nature provides the perfect outlet to use each sense to its fullest. How can a child paint a picture of the sky without noticing the hues of blue, and sometimes purple and pink? How is it possible to know that a bucket of rocks will feel heavier than a bucket full of grass and leaves unless you’ve had the opportunity to try it out? It’s in these discoveries, and more, that children begin to scaffold their knowledge, make broader assumptions, and create new knowledge. Children describe the outside world in varying ways. I love to listen to the children in my school on the way to the outside classroom: “I am going to be first to the top of the rocks … let’s turn the water on to make mud … do you want to pretend? … I am going to the bushes to make soup and pancakes … let’s hide and pretend no one can see us.” In their excitement to be outdoors, their words tell us only a fraction of the possibilities that they see and can discover.

Anyone who doubts that the outdoor world of play is of value to children perhaps needs to take a bit of time to go back into that world themselves. Take your shoes off in the grass, climb up some rocks, turn over a rock to see what is there; let yourself bask in the unknown delights that you were more familiar with as a child. It is in those reminders that you will see the countless possibilities. And it is in those reminders that we become better teachers, parents, and advocates of children.
Nature is a gift. Nature’s beauty is a gift to our senses, minds, and hearts. Children who are surrounded by nature experience benefits to their physical, social, and cognitive development. Nature’s greatest gift, however, is giving children a beautiful and creative perspective of the world. It is vitally important for children to experience bountiful opportunities for interacting with nature.

Bringing nature inside. Nature must abound in children’s spaces. It should be found on every surface and in every form. Seashells and sponges, twigs and petrified wood, nuts and lentils, stones and minerals, pampas grass and sea grass rugs, and dried and fresh herbs are some examples of nature’s gifts. Children use these natural materials as palettes for their creations and compositions. Natural materials can also be used as art tools in the creative process.

Gifting nature. Giving and receiving gifts is one of the greatest joys that children can experience. Perhaps it is because of anticipation or the element of surprise that children are drawn to pretty packages. Or perhaps it is the pleasure of receiving something special from a loved one or friend. Likewise, teachers who provide young children with opportunities to give gifts of nature to their classrooms experience the same feelings of curiosity and desire to explore. Through the act of gifting, children assume three roles: gatherer, observer, and creator.

Gathering. Much of nature’s gifts come in small packages: a shiny speckled pebble, a crumbly piece of tree bark, a tiny blade of deep green grass, or a fluffy dandelion. Because children are multi-sensory beings, they love to collect and gather these gifts of nature. An outing to collect nature’s gifts not only awakens children’s senses, but also stimulates their sense of wonder. After choosing a collecting buddy, they begin gathering natural items that are beautiful to them.

Observing. Back in the classroom, children enjoy exploring their collections and making collaborative decisions about how and where their found items will be displayed.

Creating. The children then express their feelings and ideas as they arrange their gifts through sculpting, painting, and drawing. Finally, they take great pride in gifting their work to the classroom and understand that they are competent, can make decisions, and have ownership of their work that is worthy of display.

Begin fostering the roles of gatherer, observer, and creator in young children. You will be amazed at how the children’s gifts will add vitality and new life to the classroom, their teacher, and the children themselves.
In 2008, the Long Island Nature Collaborative for Kids (LINCK) was designated as a national demonstration site for connecting children and nature by the Dimensions Educational Research Foundation. This emboldened 50 people from the environmental, educational, and health fields who joined our steering committee to focus on three key strategies for living up to our potential: building outdoor classrooms, training adults about why and how to help children enjoy nature, and conducting a public education campaign.

We attribute our success to all of our partners. Stakeholders were carefully chosen and cultivated—we needed the best and the brightest minds on Long Island to help in our endeavors. We also needed key people in communities all over Long Island—the leaders and trusted advocates—to help motivate the neighborhoods and families to make it all happen. Today, each stakeholder brings to the table another dimension to our efforts. We enlist the help of parks staff, environmentalists, and horticulturists to help us by encouraging families to bring their children to parks, preserves, farms, and environmental learning centers. Pediatricians make sure that we focus on physical exercise and healthy, garden-based eating habits to combat childhood obesity and the growing number of children with Type II Diabetes. Two local Cooperative Extension groups have assisted our efforts by promoting gardening as an intergenerational activity. Local land trusts make sure we focus on preserving open space. Youth organizations bring in the desire to learn about environmental careers and to teach younger children. Neighborhood associations and sustainability groups have drawn us to brownfields (abandoned or under-used industrial sites available for re-use) and helped LINCK focus on community development. We work with each of our partners by helping build their capacity to contribute to the mission we jointly created.

As our group continues to grow, we become more integral to individual communities and the region as a whole. We encourage action and promote not only specific LINCK-run projects, but the events and programs of all of our partners. One of the reasons that our partners return to meetings and help us in planning our programs is the opportunity to reach more Long Islanders by having their programs promoted on our community calendar. LINCK has become a trusted source of information, resources, and support for educators, parents, policy makers, and others seeking to connect children to nature. We continue to bring national leaders to Long Island and provide new ideas to “leave no child inside.” Our latest initiative was a contest to name our two Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. We expect Matilda and Scarlett to help us attract new supporters to our cause.

Mobilizing a Community

By Dana E. Friedman and Hillary Olson

In 2008, the Long Island Nature Collaborative for Kids (LINCK) was designated as a national demonstration site for connecting children and nature by the Dimensions Educational Research Foundation. This emboldened 50 people from the environmental, educational, and health fields who joined our steering committee to focus on three key strategies for living up to our potential: building outdoor classrooms, training adults about why and how to help children enjoy nature, and conducting a public education campaign.

We attribute our success to all of our partners. Stakeholders were carefully chosen and cultivated—we needed the best and the brightest minds on Long Island to help in our endeavors. We also needed key people in communities all over Long Island—the leaders and trusted advocates—to help motivate the neighborhoods and families to make it all happen. Today, each stakeholder brings to the table another dimension to our efforts. We enlist the help of parks staff, environmentalists, and horticulturists to help us by encouraging families to bring their children to parks, preserves, farms, and environmental learning centers. Pediatricians make sure that we focus on physical exercise and healthy, garden-based eating habits to combat childhood obesity and the growing number of children with Type II Diabetes. Two local Cooperative Extension groups have assisted our efforts by promoting gardening as an intergenerational activity. Local land trusts make sure we focus on preserving open space. Youth organizations bring in the desire to learn about environmental careers and to teach younger children. Neighborhood associations and sustainability groups have drawn us to brownfields (abandoned or under-used industrial sites available for re-use) and helped LINCK focus on community development. We work with each of our partners by helping build their capacity to contribute to the mission we jointly created.

As our group continues to grow, we become more integral to individual communities and the region as a whole. We encourage action and promote not only specific LINCK-run projects, but the events and programs of all of our partners. One of the reasons that our partners return to meetings and help us in planning our programs is the opportunity to reach more Long Islanders by having their programs promoted on our community calendar. LINCK has become a trusted source of information, resources, and support for educators, parents, policy makers, and others seeking to connect children to nature. We continue to bring national leaders to Long Island and provide new ideas to “leave no child inside.” Our latest initiative was a contest to name our two Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. We expect Matilda and Scarlett to help us attract new supporters to our cause.
...outdoor play is critical to the health of children.

Nature as a Healer

By Elizabeth Goodenough

In Frances Hodgson Burnett’s *The Secret Garden*, sickly ten-year-old Colin, whose chief ailment is “temper and hysterics,” finds healing and life in the garden:

“And the sun fell warm upon his face like a hand with a lovely touch. And in wonder Mary and Dickon stood and stared at him. He looked so strange and different because a pink glow of color had actually crept all over him—ivory face and neck and hands and all. “I shall get well! I shall get well!” he cried out. “Mary! Dickon! I shall get well! And I shall live forever and ever and ever!”

What this author intuited about the healing power of nature has now been verified by research. That outdoor play is critical to the health of children has been widely documented. Less well-known is evidence that nature heals and renews vitality. Works of past artists and writers gain coherence and credibility from studies showing that old-fashioned play reduces obesity, stress, and aggression. Activities in natural settings may also help to decrease symptoms of Attention Deficit Disorder. Directed Attention Fatigue—that makes concentration difficult and even induces irritability—is remedied by time spent in natural environments. Cognitive weariness is relieved by journeys into nature, even if that nature is in our backyard.

Uninterrupted time outside has been celebrated as tonic in children’s books from *Heidi* and *Swiss Family Robinson* to *Little House in the Big Woods*. These classics dramatize the benefits of fresh air, exercise, and animal friendships to restore children who are irritable, anti-social, and hypochondriacal. They ascribe to the human species an instinct to affiliate with living things. Children now growing up with nature near their homes are more resistant to stress and have a lower incidence of behavioral disorders. Even a view of nature fosters self-regulation and a capacity to delay gratification among girls living in Chicago public housing. In the words of Rachel Carson:

“Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of the tides, the folded bud ready for the spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature: the assurance that dawn comes after the night, and spring after the winter.”

– *A Sense of Wonder*

As our sense of endangered survival on this shrinking planet becomes acute, children are our last and best resource. Yet their bodies and minds are under assault. Psychologist Hara Marano connects a “huge rise in self-harm and self-mutilation among the young” with “the shrinking sphere in which they are free to act out their anxieties.” Conservation properties that include natural areas may not provide a complete medicine cabinet, but they combat the psychological and physical distress robbing the next generation of agency and fullness of life.
Memories of Childhood

By Rolland G. Smith

When I was a youngster my mother would say, “Go outside and play.” And I would, with all the other kids in the neighborhood. We learned a lot about nature and ourselves playing outside. For one thing, we quickly learned to recognize poison ivy.

A few years ago I was fortunate to be asked to join the advisory board of Children and Nature Network (C&NN). This is a growing organization created by author Richard Louv. His book, *Last Child in the Woods*, became a best-seller as people realized we have a generation of children so connected to electronics that they are losing their connection to nature. As Louv writes, “We are fast approaching a generation of children where no child will have played outdoors.

Nature is more than the flora and fauna we observe each day. Nature is a shared spirit of being with all things. Through nature we learn that everything is cyclical, that life begins and life passes, that every life is in balance with all other life forms, and each one helps the other fulfill its intrinsic purpose.

My neighbors (the community behind Community Playthings) embody the actions and nature philosophy that Louv suggests in his book. They plant, they play, and they teach their children that nature has her purpose. They live out the philosophy that we are part of nature, and when we abuse her, we abuse ourselves.

Spending time outdoors both in solitude and at play is an important education for children. The outdoors encourages an inner connection to nature, and if you stay there for a little while in meditation, you will see all the natural connections as pulses of soothing and loving light. You will connect to the chlorophyll of plants, the flight of insects and birds, the awareness of mammals, and especially the knowing of the earth herself.

In Shakespeare’s *As You Like It*, the Duke in the Forest of Arden says: “…there are tongues in trees, books in running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything.”
we perceive as too risky. Examine your view of outdoor activities to notice how your personal feelings may hinder children’s strong desire for adventures in nature.

Observe for children’s capabilities. Often we stop children from negotiating a new challenge without taking into account their competence. Children usually pursue challenges within their abilities. Marvel at children’s unwavering determination and know-how while staying close, to intervene if necessary.

Practice risk management. A risk is possible to negotiate, and appropriate for particular situations and children. A hazard is inherently dangerous. Make distinctions between risks—common childhood accidents that cause bumps, skinned knees, and scratches—and hazards that result in serious injuries.

Create an environment for safe challenges. We can go so far in stripping the outdoors of any challenge that children have nothing interesting to do, making injuries more likely to occur. Engaging children by carefully planning for the outdoors helps focus their eagerness for exploration, which results in fewer falls and scuffles.

Remember, you are there. When our concern for safety leads to eliminating anything challenging for children, we diminish the role of the teacher. When teachers take a less active role in thinking through safety issues, children are more at risk. Children are not alone outdoors. We are there, too! It is our job to supervise children’s safety and equally essential to provide for their curious minds and active bodies.

Provide challenging alternatives. When children are involved in risky situations, rather than just stopping them, offer safe alternatives while preserving opportunities for feeling powerful and developing physical skills.

With attention and ongoing negotiation, we can ensure that children grow up developing skills and confidence, and feel joy and exhilaration, while still being protected and supported. What’s the risk if children don’t have the opportunity for these vital experiences outdoors?

...feel joy and exhilaration, while still being protected and supported.
We are especially grateful for the help and support of these authors, without whom this booklet would not have been possible. Thank you for your time, creativity, and enthusiasm in writing these beautiful chapters. Thank you for your care and respect for children everywhere and your tireless work in celebration of childhood.
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Community Playthings and Exchange Press have been working together for decades. In fact, from spring 1982 to fall 1983, Exchange magazine was printed by Community Playthings on our own printing press. So it’s a double honor to collaborate again with our friends at Exchange and World Forum.

With this publication, we and the writers reaffirm our unwavering loyalty to children and the future that is owed them.
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It is a strange time. We live in an age when our children may know far more about bizarre people we care nothing about or a cartoon world than the workings of their own back yard—that marvelous ecosystem teeming with life.

— Jim Greenman (1949–2009)